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Abstract
In parallel contests, the contest organizer controls the entry of heterogeneous contes-
tants by regulating access to the contests and determining the prize allocation across
contests. The organizer can prevent a contestant from entering more than one contest.
I show that the organizer allows entry to multiple contests and uniquely sets identical
prizes across contests to maximize aggregate effort in all contests. Independent of the
entry regulation, I find no sorting effects. Thus, a contest with a relatively high prize
does not necessarily attract contestants with higher abilities. Furthermore, I discover
interesting spillover effects of prizes between contests in the case of restricted entry
regulations. For instance, the individual (aggregate) effort increases (decreases) in
a contest if the prize in another contest increases. The endogeneity of contestants’
participation drives many of these results.

Keywords Parallel contests · Entry · Aggregate taking behavior

Mathematics Subject Classification C72 · D72

1 Introduction

In parallel contests, numerous contestants simultaneously compete in different contests
while each contest offers an individual contest prize. Parallel contests are omnipresent
in the realworld. For instance, job candidates simultaneously apply for different vacan-
cies in the job market. Scientists apply for several research grants. Political candidates
run for a seat in the senate as well as in the representative house in bicameral systems.
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Firms submit various proposals in parallel public tenders. Consultancies compete with
each other to win several mandates from private firms. Soccer players simultaneously
play in national leagues as well as in international competitions (e.g., the UEFACham-
pions League and the FIFA World Cup). Boxers fight in parallel tournaments (e.g.,
WBA, IBF) at the same time. In all these examples, contestants must decide for each
individual contest whether they want to enter the contest and, if so, how much effort
they want to put forth in each contest. Two important factors affect these decisions:
entry regulations and the distribution of prizes across contests.

In this article, I assume that a global contest organizer controls these two factors
and thereby influences the parallel contests in order to maximize aggregate effort in
all contests. First, this organizer regulates entry to the contests as follows: either each
contestant can enter all the contests or each contestant is allowed to participate in no
more than one contest. Second, the organizer determines the allocation of prize money
across contests subject to a budget constraint.

Regarding the first factor, the limitation of participation can have various causes
in the real world. On the one hand, specific regulations can prevent participation in
multiple contests. For example, political candidates running simultaneously for a seat
in the senate and a seat in the representative house usually must choose one of the two
seats if both candidacies are successful. Similarly, a research-funding organization
can limit the number of issued grants assigned to a particular researcher. On the other
hand, the (physical or financial) resources of contestants and/or the scheduling prevent
participation in parallel contests. For example, two ATP1 500 tennis tournaments in
Tokyo and Beijing took place between September 30 and October 6, 2019. Due to this
scheduling, players could only participate in one of the two tournaments. Subsequent
to these two tournaments, the ATP 1000 tournament in Shanghai started on October
6, 2019. Even if players could take part in two consecutive tournaments, for instance
in Tokyo and Shanghai, they would probably skip one tournament due to exhaustion,
travel costs, or insufficient time for preparation.2

1.1 Global contest organizer versus local contest organizer

Considering the real world examples, there are global and local organizers in parallel
contests. The global organizer is usually responsible for the overall organization of the
parallel contests. For instance, the global organizer determines the allocation of the
prize money across the parallel contests under consideration of a budget constraint.3

Moreover, the global organizer influences entry to the contests by introducing access
regulations. The local organizer is responsible only for a specific contest, but has no
direct influence on the parallel contests. For illustration, I present three examples. In

1 The Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP) is the governing body of the men’s professional tennis
circuits (see www.atptour.com).
2 Resource or calendar constraints tend to be more critical if the contestant consists of a single person.
In the consultancy example mentioned above, large consulting firms such as McKinsey, Bain or Boston
Consulting Group consist of a large number of highly mobile consultants. These firms are able to fly in
available consultants from around the world if bottlenecks exist in newly acquired projects.
3 See Leuven et al. (2010) for various examples of a global organizer that allocates the total prize money
over multiple contests.
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the first two examples, the global organizer plays an important role. The third example
shows that not all types of parallel contests are under the supervision of a global
organizer.

Example 1 As a global organizer of numerous tennis tournaments, the ATP regulates
the prize money distribution for the different categories of tournaments,4 controls the
calendar of tournaments and regulates the participation of players in these tourna-
ments5 according to the “2021 ATP official rulebook”.6

Example 2 Governmental institutions financially support and promote scientific
research as a global organizer of parallel contests. These institutions must decide
how to allocate their available budget to different research areas.7 Researchers then
compete with each other to acquire research funds in various contests.

Example 3 Consultancies compete with each other in separate contests to obtain indi-
vidual mandates from private firms. Each private firm offers a prize (i.e., a mandate)
and, therefore, acts as a local organizer of a particular contest. In this example, a global
organizer does not exist.

The three examples show that the existence of a global organizer and/or a local
organizer as well as the scope of action of these organizers depend on the context. In
this paper, I focus exclusively on the global organizer’s role. This implies that the local
organizer has a passive role, i.e., I assume that the local organizer simply exhausts the
budget allocated by the global organizer. However, even if a global organizer does
not exist, the model still provides interesting insights. Namely, it allows to analyze
the spillover effects of an exogenous prize shock. In particular, I discuss whether
different prizes in the parallel contests can explain the composition of the participating
contestants, i.e., the proportion of low and high ability contestants.8

1.2 Main results

I show that the global contest organizer does not implement a restricted entry
regulation and uniquely allocates the prize money identically across contests in

4 For instance, the ATP determines a minimum prize money for ATP Challenger Tour Tournaments of
$35,000. Moreover, any changes in prize money by a local tournament organizer on the ATP World Tour
must be approved by the ATP.
5 For example, players are allowed to participate in only one tournament per week. Furthermore, top players
are obliged to participate in specific tournaments. Top players must play all four Grand Slams, eightMasters
1000 tournaments, and the Nitto ATP Finals. Failure to appear results in a penalty (except for reasons of
injury).
6 See www.atpworldtour.com/Corporate/Rulebook.aspx.
7 For instance, the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) is an organization mandated by the Swiss
government that supports scientific research in all academic disciplines (see snf.ch). In 2018, the SNSF
distributed over one billion Swiss francs in research funding as follows: 26% to the humanities and social
sciences, 36% to mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering, and 37% to biology and medicine (see
p3.snf.ch/Default.aspx?id=AR2018).
8 Azmat and Möller (2018) have the following remark concerning the relationship between the prize
structure and the selection of high ability competitors in contests (see p. 1 in their paper): “Rewarding
contestants according to their relative performance ismotivated by twoobjectives: the provision of incentives
to exert effort and the attraction of the most able participants.”
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order to maximize aggregate effort in all contests. Identical prizes across contests
are optimal due to the following reason. For illustration, suppose that there are
only two contests 1 and 2 with identical prizes. Introducing asymmetry between
the two contests by increasing the prize in contest 1 by one unit and simultane-
ously decreasing the prize in contest 2 by one unit reduces aggregate effort, as the
higher effort incentives in contest 1 do not compensate the lower effort incentives
in contest 2. The global organizer’s unrestricted entry regulation has two side-
effects on the local organizer’s contest. First, the individual effort of a contestant
is lower under the implemented unrestricted entry regime than under a restricted
entry regime. Second, the aggregate effort in a specific contest is greater under an
unrestricted entry regime than under a restricted entry regime (for a given prize
allocation).

One could expect that relative prizes between contests also induce sorting
effects of different types of contestants. I show, however, that a contest with a
high prize does not necessarily attract high ability contestants. In the case of
unrestricted entry regulations, the reason for this result is obvious: all contes-
tants enter all contests such that relative prizes do not generate sorting effects.
In the case of restricted entry regulations, multiple equilibria exist. In this case,
the composition of the field of participants, i.e., the proportion of high abil-
ity contestants and low ability contestants, depends on the realized type of
equilibrium.

Under a restricted entry regime, I additionally show that spillover effects of prizes
between contests exist: individual (aggregate) effort increases (decreases) in a par-
ticular contest if the prize in another contest increases. The reason for this result is
that contestants leave the low-prize contest and join the high-prize contest increas-
ing the individual effort incentives in the abandoned contest. However, the outflow
of the contestants dominates such that aggregate effort decreases in the abandoned
contest.

1.3 Literature review

To some extent, the model in this paper is connected to contests with multiple prizes
(see, e.g., Barut and Kovenock 1998; Clark and Riis 1998; Moldovanu and Sela
2001; Eriksen et al. 2011).9 In multiple prize contests, the contest organizer offers
n > 1 prizes. The contestants choose their bids, and the n highest bidders win
the prizes. However, the models usually consider only one contest and neglect the
entry decisions of contestants. Some papers analyze the entry decisions in a single
contest. Appelbaum and Katz (1986, 1987); Fu and Lu (2010), and Morgan et al.
(2012) discuss contests either with outside options or with entry fees. A higher
value of outside option or a lower entry fee increases the number of participating
contestants.10

9 See also Konrad (2009) and Corchón (2007) for a general overview of the contest literature. Moreover,
Dechenaux et al. (2015) provide a comprehensive survey on the experimental research on contests.
10 Grossmann and Dietl (2015) analyze the effect of an asymmetric but exogenously given outside option
in a single contest.
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Contestants’ choice to enter one of two parallel contests is discussed by the fol-
lowing papers. In a field experiment, Leuven et al. (2011) disentangle the sorting
and incentive effects of different prizes in tournaments. They find that larger prizes
induce a higher productivity of contestants. Interestingly, sorting effects (and not
incentive effects) are responsible for the higher productivity. Morgan et al. (2015)
show that contestants with higher abilities are less likely to enter the contest that
offers the larger prize. Moreover, the introduction of a show-up fee can attract the
low and high ability types, while repelling the middle types. Büyükboyacı (2016)
compares the performance in a single-prize tournament with the performance in two
parallel tournaments. In her paper, two heterogeneous contestants choose between
two possible effort levels. If the degree of heterogeneity between contestants is large,
the parallel tournaments perform better, i.e., the designer’s profit is higher, than the
single-prize tournament. Azmat andMöller (2018) aswell asAzmat andMöller (2009)
consider the contestants’ decision to enter one out of two types of contests. Azmat
and Möller (2018) find a complete sorting of high ability types to high-prize con-
tests if high ability types represent a small proportion in the population.11 Azmat
and Möller (2009) analyze the effect of the prize structure on participation.12 Each
contest awards multiple prizes to a large number of heterogeneous contestants. The
authors conclude that more contestants participate in a contest, if multiple prizes
(instead of a winner-takes-all prize) are awarded in a contest as long as the con-
test success function is sufficiently sensitive with respect to effort.13 Konrad and
Kovenock (2012) and DiPalantino and Vojnović (2009) analyze a two-stage contest
with a large number of contestants. At stage one, each contestant chooses to enter
one contest. At stage two, contestants compete for one or multiple prizes offered in
the contest. Konrad and Kovenock discuss the coordination problem of the contes-
tants as situations might result at stage two with many participants but few prizes
(and vice versa).14 The authors derive that a contest organizer can increase welfare if
the number of contests is increased. DiPalantino and Vojnović theoretically analyze
a contest in the context of crowdsourcing. In recent years, more and more crowd-
sourcing platforms have emerged. On a crowdsourcing platform, tasks are described
with a time limit and rewards. Afterwards, the platform users can make submissions,
whereby the best submissions are compensated with the rewards. DiPalantino and
Vojnović show that the participation rate increases logarithmically with the contest

11 While these authors assume a perfectly discriminatory contest and only two types of contests (high prize
versus low prize contests), I use an imperfectly discriminatory contest with a large number of contest types.
12 See also Damiano et al. (2012).
13 Note that a low sensitivity of the contest success function implies a great uncertainty of contestants as the
contest’s outcome depends less on players’ effort levels. Contestants’ uncertainty regarding the participation
is considered by Myerson and Wärneryd (2006) and Münster (2006). Both papers analyze the contestants’
behavior if they do not know the number of participating contestants. Myerson and Wärneryd show that
the introduction of uncertainty reduces the rent-seeking expenditures. Münster concludes that contestants’
effort can increase if the pool of potential contestants increases.
14 Note that the model by Konrad and Kovenock is based on a model provided by Amegashie and Wu
(2004). While Amegashie and Wu concentrate on equilibria with pure strategies, Konrad and Kovenock
additionally analyze equilibria with mixed strategies.
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reward. Thus, higher rewards increase the participation, but the increase is diminish-
ing.15,16

Vojnović (2015) provides a comprehensive survey of simultaneous contests. The
author extensively analyzes the single participation case in the presence of multiple
all-pay contests, differentiating between complete and incomplete information (see
chapter 5). For contests with a proportional allocation of prizes and fixed budgets,
Vojnović concludes that a pure-strategy Nash Equilibrium may not exist. He provides
conditions that guarantee the existence of pure-strategy Nash equilibrium. In equilib-
rium, contestants split their effort budgets over all contests in proportion to their prize
valuations, if the utility functions are linear and the valuations are symmetric.17

In Colonel Blotto games, contestants simultaneously compete in different bat-
tlefields. The contestant’s overall payoff depends on the proportion of wins on the
individual battlefields.18 Konrad and Kovenock (2009) discuss multi-battle contests,
in which contestants win a final prize if they win a certain number of sequential sub-
games. Konrad and Kovenock show that intermediate prizes offered in the subgames
can make the overall competition more intense as contestants lagging behind can still
catch up.19 In contrast tomymodel, the winner of each battlefield (subgame) is usually
determined by an all-pay auction in Colonel Blotto games as well as in multi-battle
games.Moreover, these games neglect the influence of an organizer who controls entry
to the contests.

Snyder (1989) analyzes a two-party contest for legislative seats, in which the win-
ner of a seat in a district is determined by a non-discriminatory contest. The author
concentrates on the effect of the different goals of the two parties. Either a party
maximizes the expected number of seats or maximizes the probability of winning a
majority of the seats. In the former case, parties spend more resources on districts in
which the race is close. In the latter case, the analysis is more complex since incentives
are additionally affected by the probability that a specific seat is decisive. In contrast
to my model, Snyder neglects entry regulations as well as entry decisions.

15 Empirical studies in the field of crowdsourcing are provided by Yang et al. (2008) and Chen et al. (2010).
Yang et al. analyze how the contestants’ entry choice depends on the rewards. They conclude that new users
are overconfident. New users tend to enter contests with high prizes and they do not take sufficient account
of the prospects of success. Chen et al. find that higher prizes imply quantitatively higher effort. However,
the effort quality does not increase for higher prizes.
16 The main differences of these two papers to my model are as follows: the Konrad and Kovenock model
(henceforth K&K model) as well as the DiPalantino and Vojnović model (henceforth D&V model) are
based on all-pay auctions (whereas I use the non-discriminatory Tullock contest); contestants only enter
one contest in K&K and D&V (whereas I allow for multiple participation); K&K assumes symmetric prizes
between contests (whereas asymmetric prizes between contests are assumed in my model as well as in the
model by D&V); K&K allow for multiple, but symmetric, prizes within a contest (whereas only a single
prize is offered in each contest in my model as well as in the model by D&V).
17 The author provides a useful summary of all model variations and results on pp. 288–291.
18 See Roberson (2006) and Roberson and Kvasov (2012) for a characterization of the equilibrium.
19 See also Klumpp and Polborn (2006) and Harris and Vickers (1987). Klumpp and Polborn apply a
multi-battle contest in the context of presidential primaries in the US, whereas Harris and Vickers apply a
multi-battle contest in the context of patent races.
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1.4 Outline

The subsequent Sect. 2 starts with the notation and the assumptions of the model.
In Sect. 3.1, I derive contestants’ effort in equilibrium, if contestants are allowed to
participate in several (or even in all) contests. In Sect. 3.2, I present the equilibrium if
the entry to contests is limited. Spillover effects are discussed in Sect. 3.3. In Sect. 4,
I derive the optimal entry regulation and prize allocation of the global organizer. As
an extension, I consider alternative cost functions in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes.

2 Notation and assumptions

Two different types t ∈ {H , L} of contestants exist. Ameasure 1 of high types H (with
high abilities) and a measure 1 of low types L (with low abilities) exist.20 Contestants
can participate in K ∈ N

+\ {1} contests. Each contest offers a prize to the winner.
The prize in contest k is denoted by Vk > 0 for k ∈ {1, . . . , K }. If a participant enters
a contest, he/she exerts effort to increase the probability of winning the contest. The
effort in contest k ∈ {1, . . . , K } is only valid in contest k and does not affect the
contestant’s success in other contests. The representative i of the high types exerts
effort xHi,k and the representative j of the low types exerts effort x Lj,k in contest k for
k ∈ {1, . . . , K }, i ∈ [0, 1] and j ∈ [0, 1]. The effort cost of type t in contest k is

denoted by Ct (xt�,k) = 1
μ
ct

(
xt�,k

)μ

for t ∈ {H , L} and � ∈ {i, j} with 0 < cH =
c < 1 = cL . Thus, high types with high abilities have a lower cost parameter than
low types with low abilities. I set parameter μ = 2. However, the analyses in this
paper also hold for μ ∈ {R | μ > 1}. In the main part of this paper, I ignore any fixed
costs, i.e. costs to enter contests, and I exclude the case of constant marginal costs.21

In the model, total costs
∑K

k=1 C
t (xt�,k) = ∑K

k=1
1
2c

t
(
xt�,k

)2
are additive separable

for each contestant. This assumption is only adequate in some real world examples of
parallel contests. In the extension of this paper, I therefore relax some of the above
mentioned assumptions. I check the robustness of the model addressing the case of
constant marginal costs, discussing the effects of entry costs and considering a total
cost function with interdependence between contests. For the latter case, I will analyze

the model with a type t’s total cost function C̃ t (xt�,1, . . . , x
t
�,K ) = 1

μ
ct

(∑K
k=1 x

t
�,k

)μ

.

According to this cost function, total effort costs of a contestant depend on aggregate
efforts. Contestants do not face any strict resource constraints, but a large value of μ

approximates this situation fairly closely.22

20 Note that the measure 1 for each type implies an infinite number of contestants for each type in the
interval [0, 1].
21 Fu and Lu (2010) show that the presence of entry costs can prevent entry. However, it depends on the
type of contest whether entry costs for each contest exist. Some examples in the introduction suggest that
fixed costs are not necessarily incurred when contestants enter an additional contest. For instance, additional
fixed costs do not arise if a consulting firm submits an additional proposal.
22 For contests with strict liquidity or budget constraints, see, for example, Che and Gale (1996, 1997) and
Grossmann and Dietl (2012).
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Fig. 1 Multiple participation in parallel contests

Fig. 2 Single participation in parallel contests

I differentiate between two types of entry regimes by the global organizer: (i)
unrestricted entry regulations and (ii) restricted entry regulations. In scenario (i), each
contestant can enter each contest, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In scenario (ii), a contestant
is allowed to enter at most one contest, as shown in Fig. 2. In both Figs. 1 and 2, only
three contestants of each type are explicitly displayed.
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The variable nH
k (nLk ) with nH

k ∈ [0, 1] (nLk ∈ [0, 1]) represents the share of high
(low) types that enter contest k. The aggregate effort of the high type i (low type j)
in all the contests is defined as XH

i = ∑K
k=1 x

H
i,k (XL

j = ∑K
k=1 x

L
j,k). The aggregate

effort in contest k is Xk =
1∫

i=0
xHi,kdi +

1∫
j=0

x Lj,kd j and the aggregate effort of all the

contestants over all the contests is denoted by X = ∑K
k=1 Xk . The winning probability

of a high type i and a low type j in contest k is determined according to the Tullock
contest success function (CSF)23

pHi,k = xHi,k
Xk

and pLj,k = x Lj,k
Xk

with 0 ≤ pHi,k ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ pLj,k ≤ 1. Due to the continuum of the two types, the
contest success function actually represents a density function. In equilibrium, this
density function determines the distribution of the contest prize over the continuum.24

The expected profit function of a high type i and a low type j in contest k is defined
as follows:25

πH
i,k = pHi,kVk − 1

2
c
(
xHi,k

)2
and π L

j,k = pLj,kVk − 1

2

(
x Lj,k

)2

The expected total profits of a high type i and a low type j are πH
i = ∑K

k=1 πH
i,k

and π L
j = ∑K

k=1 π L
j,k . Each aggregation (of the individual profits) is based on the

assumption that costs are additively separable in the model. I assume that contestants
maximize their expected profits.

2.1 Aggregate-taking behavior

I assume aggregate-taking behavior (ATB) of contestants. ATB was introduced into
the literature by Alós-Ferrer and Ania (2005).26 Aggregate-taking behavior means
that the contestants take the aggregate effort in a contest as given when maximizing
their expected profits. Even if contestants take the aggregate as given with ATB, the

23 See Tullock (1980).
24 The assumption of a continuum of contestants makes the model more tractable. Note that (Hefti and
Grossmann 2015) (see “Appendix A.1.” in their paper) prove in a contest model with two stages and
heterogeneous contestants that the equilibrium with a continuum of contestants is formally equivalent to
the equilibrium with discrete contestants. In equilibrium, the density in the continuous case equals the
winning probability in the discrete case up to a constant factor. Therefore, the assumption of a continuum
of contestants is not restrictive in my model.
25 In the literature, contestants’ profits are sometimes modeled applying a more general CSF p� =
h(x�)/

∑n
z=1 h (xz) with an increasing and concave function h(·) combined with linear effort costs. In

this paper, I use a simple linear function for h(·) in combination with nonlinear costs. Nti (1997) argues,
however, that both approaches lead to identical analytical results.
26 Alós-Ferrer and Ania explicitly mention rent-seeking contests as an example of an aggregative game in
which ATB can be applied (pp. 502–503). For aggregative games, see also Jensen (2010).
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aggregate is determined endogenously in equilibrium.27 Hefti and Grossmann (2015)
and Grossmann and Dietl (2015) discuss the advantages of the ATB approach. They
argue that ATB can be more realistic if a contestant does not know the competitor’s
type in detail but rather has a general estimate of the aggregate behavior. This holds true
especially when the number of competitors is large in a contest. Moreover, the ATB
equilibrium converges to the Nash equilibrium for a large number of contestants. In
mymodel, the ATB assumption allows me to derive closed solutions. Closed solutions
are desirable because they are easier to interpret than implicit solutions. The cost of the
ATB assumption is that I omit one effect: contestants ignore their own impact on the
aggregate. But, as already mentioned, this effect is infinitesimally small if the number
of contestants is large.28

2.2 Objective function of the global contest organizer

The global organizer allocates the total prize money V across the contests considering
the budget constraint

∑K
k=1 Vk ≤ V . I assume that the global organizer aims to max-

imize aggregate effort in all contests.29 In equilibrium, the entire budget is obviously
exhausted by the global organizer. As explained in the Introduction, I do not model
any scope of action of local organizers within the individual contests. Moldovanu and
Sela (2006) argue that in some types of contests, an organizer of a single contest can
be interested in maximizing the individual effort of a contestant instead of aggregate
effort.30 Therefore, I also analyze the side-effects of the global organizer’s optimal
entry regulation on the individual effort of a contestant in a particular contest that
could be of interest to a local organizer.

3 Equilibrium

The global organizer determines whether competitors are allowed to participate in
only a single contest or in multiple contests. Depending on this decision, different
outcomes result, which are discussed in the following two subsections. Based on these
outcomes, I discuss spillover effects and analyze the global organizer’s decisions to
maximize aggregate effort afterwards.

27 Similarly, the Walrasian price-taking behavior presumes exogenous prices (ex ante) in the general equi-
librium theory, but prices are determined endogenously (ex post). In Dixit–Stiglitz models of monopolistic
competition, firms take aggregate values, i.e., the price index, as given. The price index is also endogenously
determined.
28 Many examples in the Introduction represent competitions with a large number of competitors. In the
tennis example: a total of 104 players took part in the men’s ATP tournament at the French Open in 2019.
In the political example: in Switzerland, all citizens with a Swiss passport are potentially eligible for a seat
in the National Council (200 seats). More than 4600 people applied for a seat in 2019.
29 In the ATP example mentioned in the Introduction, greater aggregate effort means that the quality and
attractiveness of tennis increases and, therefore, the ATP is able to attract more funds from sponsors and
spectators. Similarly, government institutions that support scientific research financially are also interested
in the maximum aggregate effort of researchers. See also Nti (2004) for the design of a single contest in
which the organizer aims to maximize the aggregate effort of contestants.
30 See also Lim and Matros (2009).
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3.1 Unrestricted entry regime

In this subsection, I assume that contestants are allowed to participate in all contests, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Therefore, there is no participation constraint. The representative
contestant i ( j) maximizes πH

i (π L
j ) with respect to xHi,k (x Lj,k) for all k = 1, . . . , K .

As the contestants take the aggregate Xk in the Tullock contest success function as
given (due to ATB), the first-order conditions of representatives i and j are as follows:

∂πH
i

∂xHi,k
= Vk

Xk
− cxHi,k = 0 ∀ k = 1, . . . , K (1)

∂π L
j

∂x Lj,k
= Vk

Xk
− x Lj,k = 0 ∀ k = 1, . . . , K (2)

Note that the first-order conditions in (1) hold ∀ i ∈ [0, 1] and the first-order conditions
in (2) hold ∀ j ∈ [0, 1]. Combining the first-order conditions of the two representatives
i and j in contest k, I obtain:

xHi,k = 1

c
x Lj,k (3)

Assuming symmetry within types in equilibrium, i.e., xHi,k = xHk and x Lj,k = x Lk with
i ∈ [0, 1] and j ∈ [0, 1] , I obtain the following lemma:

Lemma 1 Under an unrestricted entry regime,

(i) each contestant participates in all the contests,
(ii) the individual efforts of a high type i and a low type j in contest k are xH ,M

k =√
Vk√

c(1+c)
and xL,M

k =
√
c√

1+c

√
Vk,

(iii) the aggregate effort of a high type i equals X H ,M
i = 1√

c(1+c)

∑K
k=1

√
Vk and

the aggregate effort of a low type j equals X L,M
j =

√
c√

1+c

∑K
k=1

√
Vk,

(iv) the aggregate effort in contest k is XM
k =

√
1+c√
c

√
Vk,

(v) and the aggregate effort in all the contests is XM =
√
1+c√
c

∑K
k=1

√
Vk for

k ∈ {1, . . . , K }, i ∈ [0, 1] and j ∈ [0, 1] in an ATB equilibrium.31

Proof See “Appendix”. ��

The contestants enter each contest because the marginal cost equals zero and the
marginal revenue is strictly positive at x = 0 in each contest. Therefore, the incentives
for effort provision are positive in each contest for each type of contestant. It is very
intuitive that the high type i contributes more effort than the low type j to each contest
due to the lower marginal cost of effort.

31 Note that the superscript M indicates values in equilibrium in the case of multiple participation under
an unrestricted regime.
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Fig. 3 Participation of different types in each contest

3.2 Restricted entry regime

In contrast to the previous subsection, I now assume that contestants are only allowed
to participate in a single contest, as previously illustrated in Fig. 2. I find equilibria in
which both types of contestant are present in a single contest. This situation is shown
in Fig. 3 in detail. The contestants are arranged in groups on the line with measure 1
associated with the contest that they enter. For each type, only three of the K groups,
that is, n1, nk, and nK , are explicitly displayed. However, I derive that nH

k = 0 or
nLk = 0 is possible in equilibrium, too. Therefore, equilibria exist in which high or
low types participate only in some of the K contests.

Since the contestants are constrained with respect to their participation, entry
depends on contestants’ beliefs regarding the behavior of the other participants. In
equilibrium, the expected profits must be equal within types in all contests. The rea-
son for this result is as follows: if the expected profits were different, the contestant
with a lower expected profit would have an incentive to switch to another contest. This
argument holds because the contestants are infinitesimal and the shares nH

k and nLk
are arbitrarily divisible for all k ∈ {1, . . . , K }. I define the set Gk ≡ {i, j : i and j
participate in contest k}. Therefore, Gk represents the set of all the contestants who
enter contest k (see Fig. 3).

Suppose that contestant i and contestant j enter contest k. The profit function of a
high type in contest k and therefore his/her total profit is given as follows:

πH
i,k = xHi,k

Xk
Vk − 1

2
c
(
xHi,k

)2 = xHi,k∫
i∈Gk

xHi,kdi + ∫
j∈Gk

x Lj,kd j
Vk − 1

2
c
(
xHi,k

)2
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The profit function of a low type j in contest k and therefore his/her total profit is
given as follows:

π L
j,k = x Lj,k

Xk
Vk − 1

2

(
x Lj,k

)2 = x Lj,k∫
i∈Gk

xHi,kdi + ∫
j∈Gk

x Lj,kd j
Vk − 1

2

(
x Lj,k

)2

Using ATB, the first-order conditions for a high type i and a low type j are as follows:

∂πH
i,k

∂xHi,k
= Vk

Xk
− cxHi,k = 0 (4)

∂π L
j,k

∂x Lj,k
= Vk

Xk
− x Lj,k = 0 (5)

The difference of the first-order conditions (4) and (5) from the conditions in Sect. 3.1
is theway inwhich the aggregate Xk is determined in equilibrium. The aggregate effort
in conditions (4) and (5) depends on the endogenous shares nH

k and nLk in contest k.
Combining the first-order conditions, I obtain

xHi,k = 1

c
x Lj,k (6)

Assuming symmetry within types in equilibrium, i.e., xHi,k = xHk and x Lj,k = x Lk with
i ∈ [0, 1] and j ∈ [0, 1] , it is easy to derive the following Lemma:

Lemma 2 Under a restricted entry regime,

(i) each contestant enters one contest, but an infinite number of equilibria exists
in which the number of low and high types in contest k is implicitly defined by
the relation nH

k = Vk
V (1 + c) − cnLk with nH

k ≥ 0, nLk ≥ 0,
∑K

k=1 n
H
k = 1 and∑K

k=1 n
L
k = 1,

(ii) the individual efforts of high type i and low type j in contest k are xH ,S
k =√

V√
c(1+c)

and xL,S
k =

√
c

1+c

√
V ,

(iii) the aggregate effort in contest k is given by X S
k = Vk√

V

√
1+c
c , and

(iv) the aggregate effort in all the contests is given by X S = √
V

√
1+c
c for k ∈

{1, . . . , K }, i ∈ [0, 1] and j ∈ [0, 1] in an ATB equilibrium.32

Proof See “Appendix”. ��
According to Lemma 2(i), it is possible that both types enter a particular contest.

In this case, the high type i’s effort is larger than the low type j’s effort in that contest

32 Note that the superscript S indicates values in equilibrium for single participation under a restricted
regime.
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due to the lower marginal effort costs of the high type. In addition, Lemma 2(i) also
shows that multiple equilibria exist. The composition of the field of participants, i.e.,
the share of high types and low types, in contest k depends on the realized equilibrium
according to the condition nH

k = Vk
V (1 + c)−cnLk . Thus, a high-prize contest does not

attract high types from low-prize contests.33 In some types of equilibria, Lemma 2(i)
also suggests that one type is possibly not present in contest k, namely, if nH

k = 0 or
nLk = 0. Suppose that nH

k = nLk ≡ nk holds in contest k in a particular equilibrium.
In this case, the shares of high and low types in contest k equal the relative contest
prize, viz., nk = Vk/V . Then, a larger relative prize Vk/V in contest k implies more
participating contestants.34

3.3 Spillover effects

Based on Lemmas 1 and 2, I examine spillover effects of prizes between contests in
this subsection.

Corollary 1 Under an unrestricted entry regime: the individual effort of a contestant
in contest k as well as the aggregate efforts in contest k do not depend on the prizes
offered in the other contests such that no spillover exists between contests.

Proof Follows directly from Lemma 1. ��
Spillovers between contests do not exist under an unrestricted entry regime, because

the contestants’ participation does not depend on prizes. Since each contestant is
present in all the contests and costs are additively separable, only the specific contest
prize affects contestants’ effort provision in this contest.

Corollary 2 Under a restricted entry regime:

(i) Suppose that the total prize money V is constant. Then,

(ia) the distribution of the total prize money V across the contests does not
affect the individual effort, and

(ib) the aggregate effort in a particular contest k increases for a higher relative
prize Vk/

√
V .

(ii) Suppose that the total prize money V increases due to an exogenous prize shock
and the additional money is added completely to the prize in contest q with
q = 1, . . . , K and q 
= k. Then,

(iia) the individual effort of a contestant increases in contest k, and
(iib) the aggregate effort in contest k decreases.

33 Note that also in the case of an unrestricted entry regime, a relatively high contest prize does not guarantee
a high share of high types since all contestants always participate in all contests. In contrast, Azmat and
Möller (2018) find a complete sorting of high types to high-prize contests if high types represent a small
proportion in the population.
34 I cannot restrict the multiple equilibria with a refinement. For instance, there is no coalition-proof
equilibrium as one can show that the type’s profit does not depend on the specific type of equilibrium.
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Proof Follows directly from Lemma 2. ��
This corollary shows that the endogeneity of contestants’ participationhas a decisive

impact on contestants’ effort provision. Result (ia) shows that the individual effort in
contest k only depends on the aggregate prizemoney V under a restricted entry regime.
Surprisingly, neither the distribution of the prize money across the contests nor the
specific prize Vk in contest k have an impact on individual effort in contest k. The
reason for this result is that an increase in Vk and an equivalent decrease in Vq such
that �V = �Vk + �Vq = 0 with q 
= k induces two offsetting effects. In contest
k (q), marginal revenue of effort increases due to the higher (lower) prize. But, at
the same time, more (less) contestants enter contest k (q) such that marginal revenue
decreases (increases). Both effects cancel each other out such that individual effort
in both contests k and q do not change. According to result (ib), the aggregate effort
in contest k depends on the relative prize Vk/

√
V . A larger relative prize increases

aggregate effort since more contestants enter contest k while the individual effort of a
contestant in contest k does not change for a fixed prize money V .

Result (iia) shows that there are spillover effects between contests if the total prize
money V , i.e., the global organizer’s budget, increases due to an exogenous prize
shock. A unilateral prize increase in contest q (ceteris paribus) then implies that the
individual effort of a contestant in contest k with k 
= q increases. The reason for
these spillover effects is that a larger prize in contest q attracts contestants and there-
fore the marginal revenue of individual effort increases in the abandoned contest k.35

According to result (iib), the deserting of contestants also explains the decrease of
aggregate effort in contest k if V increases due to a prize increase in contest q 
= k,
i.e., �Vq > 0 and �Vk = 0 such that �V > 0.

4 Prize allocation and entry regulation

In the following two subsections, I consider the global organizer’s optimal prize allo-
cation and access regulation.

4.1 Prize allocation

According to Lemma 1, the total effort in all the contests depends on the term∑K
k=1

√
Vk under an unrestricted entry regime. Under a restricted entry regime, total

effort in all the contests depends on the budget V (see Lemma 2). Thus, I derive the
following proposition.

Proposition 1

(i) Under an unrestricted entry regime: the global contest organizer sets identical
prizes across contests, that is, V̄ ≡ V

K = V1 = · · · = Vk = · · · = VK to maximize
the aggregate effort in all the contests.

35 Generally speaking, this implies that more and superior global opportunities in an economy, for instance
due to globalization, generate a positive impact on the incentives in local competitions.
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(ii) Under a restricted entry regime: the global organizer’s prize allocation across
contests does not influence the aggregate effort in all the contests.

Proof See “Appendix”. ��
Under both regimes, the global organizer exhausts its budget since aggregate effort

in all the contests increases for higher prizes.

(i) Under an unrestricted entry regime, identical prizes across contests are optimal
for the global organizer for the following reason. In equilibrium, marginal rev-
enue of effort (MRk) equalsmarginal cost of effort (MCk) in contest k according
to the first-order condition MRk = Vk/Xk = cxHk = MCk . A higher prize in
contest k increases MRk . For a fixed value Xk , contestants’ effort would there-
fore increase in contest k due to the convexity of effort costs. However, more
individual effort increases aggregate effort Xk in contest k. Higher aggregate
effort in contest k mitigates the increase in marginal revenue. This explains the
concave relationship between individual effort xt,Mk and the prize Vk in contest
k for both types (t = H , L) according to Lemma 1(ii). This concavity carries

over to the aggregate effort in all the contests XM =
√
1+c√
c

∑K
k=1

√
Vk according

to Lemma 1(v). Thus, the convexity of costs and the mitigating effect through
the aggregate on marginal revenue are responsible for the global organizer’s
smoothing of prizes across the contests under an unrestricted entry regime.

(ii) Under a restricted entry regime, the prize distribution across contests does not
affect aggregate effort in all contests. Themechanism for this result is as follows.
Aggregate effort only depends on the total prize money V since a prize increase
in contest k and (a symmetric prize decrease in contest q with q 
= k) increases
(decreases) effort incentive in contest k (q). However, contestants switch from
contest q to contest k such that MR of effort decreases (increases) in contest k
(q) offsetting the two effects. Thus, the distribution of the prize money V across
contests has no impact on aggregate effort in all contests under a restricted entry
regime.

4.2 Entry regulations

The global organizer anticipates the contestants’ effort provision that depends on the
entry regulation as well as on the optimal prize allocation derived in Proposition 1.
Thus, I obtain the following proposition by backward induction.

Proposition 2 The global contest organizer chooses an unrestricted entry regime and
uniquely sets identical prizes across contests to maximize aggregate efforts in all
contests.

Proof See “Appendix”. ��
This proposition is based on the results of Proposition 1. The organizer should

not implement a restricted entry regime, since an unrestricted entry regime is always
superior with respect to aggregate effort in all contests compared to a restricted entry
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regime independent of the prize distribution across contests. In addition, the global
organizer sets identical prizes since identical prizes elicit the highest aggregate effort
in all contests.

The global organizer’s optimal entry regulation, i.e., an unrestricted entry regime,
has side-effects for the local organizers. These effects are presented in the following
corollary.

Corollary 3 The global organizer’s decision for an unrestricted entry regime implies
that

(i) the individual effort of each type is lower in each contest k, i.e., x H ,M
k < xH ,S

k

and xL,M
k < x L,S

k ,

(ii) but the aggregate effort in contest k is larger, i.e., XM
k > XS

k , than it would be
under a restricted entry regime.

Proof Directly follows from Lemmas 1 and 2. ��

On the one hand, result (i) of this corollary means that the unrestricted entry regime
partly destroys contestants’ effort incentive in a contest due to the large number of
participating contestants. If a (passive) local organizer is interested in high individual
effort,36 then I conclude that the global organizer’s entry regulation has a negative
externality on the local organizer. On the other hand, result (ii) shows that the large
number of contestants not only guarantees maximized aggregate effort in all contests
but also maximized aggregate effort in each contest (for a given prize allocation).
Thus, if a local organizer is interested in high aggregate effort in its contest, then I
conclude that the local organizer profits from the global organizer’s unrestricted entry
regime.

5 Extension

As mentioned in Sect. 2, the model presented so far holds for a general cost function∑K
k=1 C

t (xt�,k) = ∑K
k=1

1
μ
ct

(
xt�,k

)μ

for t ∈ {H , L} and � ∈ {i, j} with μ ∈ {R |
μ > 1}. According to this function, I excluded (i) constant marginal costs as well as
(ii) fixed costs. Moreover, (iii) total costs were additively separable. In this section, I
consider the consequences of each point (i) to (iii) in detail.

(i) Constant marginal costs
The model in the main part of this paper holds for μ > 1. The case μ = 1

reflects the case of constant marginal costs such that costs are linear. Due to the ATB

assumption, the expected revenue
(
xt�,k/Xk

)
Vk for type t in contest k is linear in xt�,k .

36 See discussion in Sect. 2.2.
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The linearity of costs and revenues results in corner solutions that are of no economic
interest. Therefore, the contest literature with ATB usually excludes the linear case.37

(ii) Fixed costs

Suppose that type t’s cost function equals Ĉ t (xt�,k) = 1
2c

t
(
xt�,k

)2 + f , where f

represents the fixed cost to enter contest k for each k ∈ {1, . . . , K }. The implications
are very intuitive under an unrestricted entry regime. A low value of f only decreases
profits but has neither an effect on participation nor on contribution. A medium value
of f decreases the participation of some low types in contests with low prizes as their
expected profits would be negative. A higher value of f implies that some or even all
high types (in addition to the low types) do not enter the low prize contests. If f is
very high, no type enters a contest.

(iii) Interaction effects
Suppose that type t’s total cost function equals C̃ t (xt�,1, . . . , x

t
�,K ) =

1
2c

t
(∑K

k=1 x
t
�,k

)2
. Exemplarily, suppose that K = 2 such that C̃ t (xt�,1, x

t
�,2) =

1
2c

t
((

xt�,1

)2 + 2xt�,1x
t
�,2 +

(
xt�,2

)2)
. In this case, the interaction term 2xt�,1x

t
�,2 is

added in comparison to the model in the main part of this paper. Economically, the
interaction term represents the additional costs of participating in multiple contests
due to, for instance, extra organizational expenditures or exhaustion.

Under an unrestricted entry regime, contestants i and j maximize their expected
profits

πH
i,k =

K∑
k=1

xHi,k
Xk

Vk − 1

2
c

(
K∑

k=1

xHi,k

)2

and π L
j,k =

K∑
k=1

x Lj,k
Xk

Vk − 1

2

(
K∑

k=1

x Lj,k

)2

.

Then, I get the following proposition:

Proposition 3 If total costs are a power function in the aggregate effort, then the
following holds:

(ia) Under an unrestricted entry regime, the aggregate effort of each type, aggregate
effort in contest k and aggregate effort in all contests are lower compared to an
unrestricted entry regime and additively separable cost function.

(ib) Under an unrestricted entry regime, the results for the aggregate effort of each
type, aggregate efforts in contest k and aggregate effort in all contests coincide
with the results obtained under a restricted entry regime with an additively
separable cost function.

(ii) Under a restricted entry regime, the results are the same as under a restricted
entry regime and additively separable costs.

Proof See “Appendix”. ��
Result (ia) is very intuitive. Contestants reduce their investments if there exist

interaction effects in the effort costs. Combining results (ib) with (ii), I observe that the

37 See, for instance, Grossmann and Dietl (2015) or Hefti and Grossmann (2015).
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results under an unrestricted entry regime coincide with the results under a restricted
entry regime if the effort cost is a power function. Thus, the global organizer who aims
to maximize aggregate effort in all contests, is indifferent with respect to a restricted
or unrestricted entry regime. This finding is in contrast to the result in Proposition 2
with additively separable costs.

6 Conclusion

So far, the contest literature has neglected to study the entry regulation of hetero-
geneous contestants to parallel contests by a global contest organizer. In this paper, I
assume that the global contest organizer controls access to the contests and determines
the prize allocation between the contests. The local organizer of a specific contest is
passive and takes the allocated prize money as given. Contestants’ participation is
determined endogenously and depends on the entry regime. They anticipate the num-
ber and quality of their competitors within each contest when they make their entry
decision.

I show that the global organizer selects an unrestricted entry regime and sets identi-
cal prizes across contests in order to maximize aggregate efforts over all contests. The
decisions by the global organizer have consequences for the individual contests. The
individual effort in a specific contest is smaller under this unrestricted entry regime
compared to a situation with a restricted entry regime. Spillover effects between con-
tests exist only under the restricted entry regime: if the prize in contest k increases
(ceteris paribus), the individual (aggregate) effort increases (decreases) in the other
contests.

Relative prizes in the contest do not provoke sorting effects of contestants with dif-
ferent abilities. Thus, a relatively large prize in a contest does not necessarily attract
high ability contestants into its contest independent of the entry regulation. The rea-
son is as follows for unrestricted entry regulations. All contestants have an incentive
to participate in each contest. Under the restricted entry regime, however, multiple
equilibria exist and the proportion of low and high types in a contest is randomly
determined38 as it depends on the realized equilibrium. Thus, the global organizer’s
influence on the distribution of talent is limited.

The analysis in this paper is the first step towards understanding contestants’ behav-
ior and the spillovers between parallel contests with endogenous but regulated entry
in more depth. An analysis of parallel contests with more than two types of contes-
tants and/or an active role of the local contest organizers seem to be promising and
interesting and is left for future research.

38 “Randomly determined” means that it is not possible to predict which equilibrium is played if multiple
equilibria exist.
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7 Proofs

7.1 Proof of Lemma 1

Part (i) and (ii): Using the first-order condition (1), the condition (3) and assuming
symmetry within types, I obtain the high type i’s positive effort in equilibrium:39

Vk
1∫

i=0
xHi,kdi +

1∫
j=0

x Lj,kd j

= cxHi,k ⇔ Vk

xHk

1∫

j=0

di

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

+ x Lk

1∫

j=0

d j

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

= cxHk

⇔ Vk
xHk + cxHk

= cxHk ⇔ xH ,M
k =

√
Vk√

c (1 + c)
> 0

Using (3) and xH ,M
k , I obtain the low type j’s effort x L,M

j,k = x L,M
k > 0 in equilibrium.

Since the optimal effort is positive for all contestants in all contests, I conclude that
each contestant participates in all the contests.

Part (iii): The aggregate effort of a high type i (low type j) is XH ,M
i = ∑K

k=1 x
H ,M
k =

1√
c(1+c)

∑K
k=1

√
Vk

(
XL,M

j =
√
c√

1+c

∑K
k=1

√
Vk

)
.

Part (iv): The aggregate effort in contest k is calculated as follows:

XM
k =

1∫

i=0

xH ,M
k di +

1∫

j=0

x L,M
k d j =

1∫

i=0

√
Vk√

c (1 + c)
di +

1∫

j=0

√
c√

1 + c

√
Vkd j =

√
1 + c√
c

√
Vk

Part (v): The aggregate effort in all the contests is XM = ∑K
k=1 X

M
k =√

1+c√
c

∑K
k=1

√
Vk .

7.2 Proof of Lemma 2

Part (i) and (ii): Using the high type i’s first-order condition (4), condition (6) and
assuming symmetry within types, the individual effort of the high type i in contest k
is derived as follows:

Vk∫
i∈Gk

xHi,kdi + ∫
j∈Gk

x Lj,kd j
= cxHi,k ⇔ Vk

nH
k xHk + nLk x

L
k

= cxHk

⇔ Vk
nH
k xHk + nLk cx

H
k

= cxHk

39 Note that the second-order conditions hold.
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⇔ xHk =
√
Vk√

c
(
nH
k + nLk c

) (7)

Using condition (6), condition (7) and assuming symmetry within types, I obtain the
individual effort of the low type j in contest k.

Note that the individual effort endogenously depends on the shares nH
k and nLk . I

will derive the shares in equilibrium next. Accordingly, I first have to calculate the
expected profits, which in contest k are

πH
i,k = xHk∫

i∈Gk

xHk di + ∫
j∈Gk

x Lk di
Vk − 1

2
c
(
xHk

)2 = 1

2

Vk
nH
k + nLk c

and

π L
j,k = x Lk∫

i∈Gk

xHk di + ∫
j∈Gk

x Lk di
Vk − 1

2

(
x Lk

)2 = 1

2

Vk
nH
k

1
c + nLk

.

I observe that πH
i,k is independent of i and π L

j,k is independent of j . Next, I assume

that both types are present in each contest such that πH
k = πH

i,k and π L
k = π L

j,k must

hold for all k = 1, . . . , K .40 If one contest is more or less profitable than the other,
some contestants would have an incentive to switch to another contest.

πH
1 = πH

2 = · · · = πH
k = · · · = πH

K and π L
1 = π L

2 = · · · = π L
k = · · · = π L

K

Using the former condition of the high types’ profits, I obtain:

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

πH
1 = πH

2

πH
1 = πH

3
...

πH
1 = πH

k
...

πH
1 = πH

K

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

V1
nH1 +nL1 c

= V2
nH2 +nL2 c

V1
nH1 +nL1 c

= V3
nH3 +nL3 c

...
V1

nH1 +nL1 c
= Vk

nHk +nLk c
...

V1
nH1 +nL1 c

= VK
nHK +nLK c

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

40 I show later that no equilibrium exists in which the expected profit in one contest for one type deviates
from the expected profits in the other contests. Therefore, I am able to exclude, for instance, a situation like
πH
1 = · · · = πH

k = · · · = πH
K−1 > πH

K .
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Note that all contestants enter one contest as profits are positive in equilibrium such
that

∑K
k=1 n

L
k = ∑K

k=1 n
H
k = 1 holds. Eliminating the denominators and replacing

nH
K = 1 − ∑K−1

k=1 nH
k and nLK = 1 − ∑K−1

k=1 nLk in the last row results in:

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

nH
2 + nL2 c = V2

V1

(
nH
1 + nL1 c

)

nH
3 + nL3 c = V3

V1

(
nH
1 + nL1 c

)
...

nH
k + nLk c = Vk

V1

(
nH
1 + nL1 c

)
...(

1 − nH
1 − nH

2 − · · · − nH
K−1

) + (
1 − nL1 − nL2 − · · · − nLK−1

)
c = VK

V1

(
nH
1 + nL1 c

)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

Reformulating the last equation, I obtain:

V1
((

1 − nH
1 − nH

2 − · · · − nH
K−1

)
+

(
1 − nL1 − nL2 − · · · − nLK−1

)
c
)

= VK

(
nH
1 + nL1 c

)

⇔ V1 (1 + c) = VK

(
nH
1 + nL1 c

)

+V1
(
nH
1 + nL1 c + nH

2 + nL2 c + · · · + nH
K−1 + nLK−1c

)

⇔ V1 (1 + c) = VK

(
nH
1 + nL1 c

)

+V1

(
nH
1 + nL1 c + V2

V1

(
nH
1 + nL1 c

)
+ · · · + VK−1

V1

(
nH
1 + nL1 c

))

⇔ V1 (1 + c) = V
(
nH
1 + nL1 c

)
⇔ nH

1 = V1
V

(1 + c) − cnL1

Analogously, I obtain nH
k as a function in nLk as follows:41

nH
k = Vk

V
(1 + c) − cnLk (8)

Using condition (8) in condition (7), I determine the high type’s individual effort in
contest k :

xH ,S
k =

√
Vk√

c
(
nH
k + nLk c

) =
√
V√

c (1 + c)

Analogously, the low type j’s effort x L,S
k is derived.

Part (iii): The aggregate effort in contest k is calculated as follows:

XS
k =

∫

i∈Gk

xH ,S
i,k di +

∫

j∈Gk

x L,S
j,k d j = nH

k xH ,S
k + nLk x

L,S
k

41 It is easy to see that we obtain the same relation as in (8) when we use the conditions π L
1 = π L

2 = · · · =
π L
k = · · · = π L

K .
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=
(
Vk
V

(1 + c) − cnLk

) √
V√

c (1 + c)
+ nLk

√
c

1 + c

√
V

= Vk√
V

√
1 + c

c

Part (iv): Using the last result for XS
k , the aggregate effort in all the contests is XS =

∑K
k=1 X

S
k = √

V
√

1+c
c .

Finally, I prove that equilibria in which the expected profits differ between contests
are impossible. Proof by contradiction: Suppose that πH

1 = · · · = πH
k = · · · =

πH
K−1 > πH

K and π L
1 = π L

2 = · · · = π L
k = · · · = π L

K hold in equilibrium.42 In this
case, high types would not enter contest K such that nH

K = 0.43 Using the equations
πH
1 = · · · = πH

k = · · · = πH
K−1, n

H
K−1 = 1−∑K−2

k=1 nH
k , nLK−1 = 1−∑K−2

k=1 nLk −nLK
and π L

1 = π L
K , it is easy to show that condition (8) still holds. However, condition

(8) and nH
K = 0 imply that nLK = VK

V
1+c
c . Replacing this condition and nH

K = 0 in

πH
K = VK

nHK +nLK c
, I obtain πH

K = 1
1+c V .44 On the other hand, using condition (8), I

obtain πH
K−1 = VK−1

nHK−1+nLK−1c
= VK−1

VK−1
V (1+c)−cnLK−1+nLK−1c

= 1
1+c V , which is identical

to πH
K . Therefore, I find a contradiction to our assumption πH

1 = · · · = πH
K−1 > πH

K .
I conclude that nH

k = 0 or nLk = 0 is possible in equilibrium according to condition
(8). However, the expected profits are equalized over all the contests, even if a type is
not present in contest k.

7.3 Proof of Proposition 1

Part (i): Under an unrestricted entry regime, aggregate effort in all the contests is

XM =
√
1+c√
c

∑K
k=1

√
Vk (see Lemma 1(v)) and therefore depends on

∑K
k=1

√
Vk .

Proposition 1(i) holds due to the concavity of f (Vk) := √
Vk and Jensen’s inequality

f (
∑K

k=1 λkVk) ≥ ∑K
k=1 λk f (Vk)with

∑K
k=1 λk = 1. If I set λk = 1

K ∀k = 1, . . . , K

and apply Jensen’s inequality, I get
√∑K

k=1
1
K Vk ≥ ∑K

k=1
1
K

√
Vk ⇔

√
V̄ ≥

∑K
k=1

1
K

√
Vk ⇔ K

√
V̄ ≥ ∑K

k=1
√
Vk with V̄ ≡ ∑K

k=1
1
K Vk . Therefore, if all contest

42 Note that proof by contradiction for πH
1 = · · · = πH

k = · · · = πH
K−2 > πH

K−1 ≥ πH
K and for further

inequalities works similarly.
43 If a contestant is present in contest K , he/she would switch, for instance, to contest K −1. The expected
profit would not change in contest K − 1 as contestants are infinitesimal.
44 Instead of setting nHK = 0, I can alternatively derive lim

nHK →0
πH
K = VK

nHK +nLK c
= V

1+c . Therefore,

lim
nHK →0

πH
K represents the profit of the marginal (infinitesimal) high type that enters the contest exclusively

populated by low types.
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prizes equal the average prize V̄ , then K times
√
V̄ is at least as large as the sum of√

Vk with asymmetric prizes.

Part (ii): Under a restricted entry regime, the aggregate effort in all the contests is

given by XS = √
V

√
1+c
c according to Lemma 2(iv). Thus, XS depends only on the

total prize money V but not on the distribution of V across the contests.

7.4 Proof of Proposition 2

In this subsection, I compare the outcomes under an unrestricted entry regime with the
outcomes under a restricted entry regime. I prove that XM > XS always holds such
that the global organizer chooses an unrestricted entry regime to maximize aggregate
effort:

XM > XS ⇔
√
1 + c√
c

K∑
k=1

√
Vk >

√
V

√
1 + c

c
⇔

K∑
k=1

√
Vk >

√
V

Thus, I must prove that
∑K

k=1
√
Vk >

√
V holds. I define ak ≡ Vk/V with 0 < ak < 1

and
∑K

k=1 ak = 1. Moreover, I define the function f (x) := √
x with the following

characteristics:

(L1) f is monotonically increasing and concave.
(L2) f (0) = 0 and f (1) = 1.
(L3) f (x) > x ∀x ∈ (0, 1) and f (x) < x ∀x ∈ (1,∞).

(L4) f (a · b) = f (a) · f (b) ∀a, b ∈ R
+.

Using the definitions of f and ak , I have to prove the following inequality:

K∑
k=1

√
Vk >

√
V ⇔

K∑
k=1

f (Vk) > f (V ) ⇔
K∑

k=1

f (akV ) > f (V )

L4 implies

K∑
k=1

f (akV ) =
K∑

k=1

( f (ak) · f (V )) = f (V ) ·
K∑

k=1

f (ak). (9)

L3 and 0 < ak < 1 imply that f (ak) > ak ∀k = 1, . . . , K and therefore∑K
k=1 f (ak) >

∑K
k=1 ak = 1. Using the last inequality in condition (9), I obtain

K∑
k=1

f (akV ) = f (V ) ·
K∑

k=1

f (ak) > f (V ) · 1.

Applying f in the last inequality, I observe that
∑K

k=1
√
Vk >

√
V holds. Therefore,

I conclude that XM > XS holds. According to Proposition 1, XM itself is maximized
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for an identical distribution of the prize money V across the contests. This proves the
claim of Proposition 2.

7.5 Proof of Proposition 3

Part (ia): The representative contestants i and j maximize their expected profits

πH
i,k =

K∑
k=1

xHi,k
Xk

Vk − 1

2
c

(
K∑

k=1

xHi,k

)2

and π L
j,k =

K∑
k=1

x Lj,k
Xk

Vk − 1

2

(
K∑

k=1

x Lj,k

)2

.

The first-order conditions are as follows:

∂πH
i

∂xHi,k
= Vk

Xk
− c

K∑
k=1

xHi,k = 0 ∀ k = 1, . . . , K (10)

∂π L
j

∂x Lj,k
= Vk

Xk
−

K∑
k=1

x Lj,k = 0 ∀ k = 1, . . . , K (11)

Suppose that all first-order conditions hold.45 Solving equations (10) and (11) for∑K
k=1 x

H
i,k and

∑K
k=1 x

L
j,k , I obtain

XH
i =

K∑
k=1

xHi,k = Vk
cXk

and XL
j =

K∑
k=1

x Lj,k = Vk
Xk

.

Integrating over all contestants, I calculate the aggregate effort in all the contests:

X =
∫

XH
i di +

∫
XL

j d j = Vk
cXk

+ Vk
Xk

(12)

Evaluating equation (10) for two arbitrary contests k and m and then combining these
two equations, I obtain

Vk
Xk

= Vm
Xm

⇔ Xm = Vm
Vk

Xk .

Aggregating over m, I derive the aggregate effort in all the contests:

X =
K∑

m=1

Xm =
∑K

m=1 Vm
Vk

Xk

45 It is possible that other types of equilibria exist in which only some of the first-order conditions hold.

For instance, suppose that xLj ,k = 0 holds for all j ∈ [0, 1] if ∂π L
j

∂xLj,k
= Vk

Xk
− ∑K

k=1 x
L
j,k < 0. I was able to

prove that these types of additional equilibria are not possible in case of K = 2 and under the assumption
of symmetric behavior within types. An extensive proof is available from the author upon request.
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Substituting the variable m by k, I obtain

X = V

Vk
Xk . (13)

Combining equations (12) and (13), the following condition results:

Vk
cXk

+ Vk
Xk

= V

Vk
Xk ⇔ Xk = Vk√

V
·
√
1 + c

c
.

Using this condition, it is easy to derive contestants i’s and j’s effort and aggregate
effort:

XH
i = Vk

cXk
=

√
V√

1 + c
· 1√

c
, XL

j =
√
V√

1 + c
· √c and X =

K∑
k=1

Xk = √
V ·

√
1 + c

c

It is easy to see that the aggregate effort X , the efforts XH
i and XL

j of the two types
and total effort Xk in contest k in the Extension are lower than the corresponding
values under an unrestricted entry regime and additively separable costs presented in
Lemma 1.46

Part (ib): It is easy to see that aggregate effort X , the efforts XH
i and XL

j of the two
types and total effort Xk in contest k in the Extension coincide with the results received
in Lemma 2 under a restricted entry regime with additively separable costs.
Part (ii): Each contestant is allowed to enter at most one contest. Suppose that a high
type (and analogously for a low type) enter contest k. Then, the expected profit is
simplified as follows:

πH
i,k = xHi,k

Xk
Vk − 1

2
c

(
K∑

k=1

xHi,k

)2

= xHi,k
Xk

Vk − 1

2
c
(
xHi,k

)2

Note that this profit function and the results coincidewith the case analyzed in Sect. 3.2.
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